From the Chair

This special issue of Imaging Matters recognizes some very important people, the donors who support the continued excellence of the University of Cincinnati Department of Radiology. The department maintains several funds and endowments which provide ongoing financial support for our educational and research activities. Endowments are intended to be perpetual; once an endowment reaches a certain level, a portion can be used without lowering the principal. The department is presently raising funds for a new endowment, the Robert R. Lukin Endowed Chair in Neuroradiology. It and our other funds are described in detail inside. I thank you for supporting these funds, and I hope you will join me in continuing to do so.

The UC Foundation reports that for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2013, the UC Radiology Department achieved 100% participation in UC fundraising. In other words, every member of the UC College of Medicine Radiology faculty and staff donated to various UC funds. The total amount raised within the department was $64,420, mostly for Radiology Department projects such as the Robert R. Lukin Endowed Chair in Neuroradiology and the Ben Felson Endowment Fund.

“Neuroradiology really blossomed nationally in the 1970s as a result of the advent of the CT scanner,” says Dr. Robert Lukin, former Chair of the Department of Radiology at the University of Cincinnati and a distinguished neuroradiologist. “Consequently, Neuroradiology at the University of Cincinnati grew in national prominence and in excellence. The section of Neuroradiology also played a key role in the success of the University of Cincinnati Neuroscience Institute. The Neuroradiology endowed chair supports the section head of Neuroradiology and is key to continuing the notable record of the section. The endowment allows the section head the time and the financial support needed to carry out the academic, administrative, clinical and research missions that will further enhance the performance of the section and its national standing.”

Another Radiology Department fund, the Jerome F. Wiot Endowed Chair, is dedicated to residency education. Dr. Rob Wissman comments, “Dr. Jerome Wiot’s larger than life personality left a permanent impression on all of those who knew him. He was a giant in radiology and a wonderful mentor to many and a friend to all. As the current Diagnostic Radiology Residency Program Director, I would encourage you to consider supporting the Jerome F. Wiot Chair of Radiology Residency Education. It’s a great opportunity to honor the memory of a legend in our field.”

“Research is taking on a larger and more important role in Radiology than ever before. ‘Today’s research is tomorrow’s clinical practice’ has become a commonly held tenet throughout the medical community,” says Dr. Mary Mahoney. “The Eugene L. and Sue R. Saenger Chair of Radiological Sciences supports the Vice Chair of Research and is critical to establishing the infrastructure for research in the Department of Radiology. The opportunities for high quality clinical and translational research are limitless, and through the support of the Saenger Fund, we hope to increase the depth and breadth of our research mission.”
The University of Cincinnati Department of Radiology Ben Felson Endowment Fund was established in 1987. Funds from the endowment support teaching and research in diagnostic radiology. The fund also supports the Ben Felson Professor of Radiology, a title held by the chair of the department.

Benjamin Felson, MD was born in Newport, Kentucky in 1913. He attended the University of Cincinnati undergraduate program and the UC College of Medicine, earning his MD degree in 1935. After an internship, and residencies in pathology and radiology at Cincinnati General Hospital, he entered a cancer therapy fellowship program at the Indianapolis City Hospital.

In 1942, Dr. Felson joined the US Army Medical Corps and served as Chief of Radiology at the 28th General Hospital in Europe. After the war he joined the faculty at UC College of Medicine and the medical staff of Cincinnati General Hospital. Dr. Felson was a professor and director of radiology from 1951 until his retirement in 1973. He became professor emeritus of radiology in 1983.

Under Dr. Felson the radiology program at Cincinnati General Hospital became one of the outstanding teaching programs in the nation. He was awarded the Golden Apple eight times by the medical school for his outstanding teaching. He taught and lectured world-wide and was especially interested in teaching in disadvantaged countries.

The best known radiologist of his time, Dr. Felson received gold medals from the Radiological Society of North America and the American College of Radiology, and a special award from the American Roentgen Ray Society for outstanding service. He was one of only a few Americans to receive an honorary fellowship from the Royal College of Radiologists of Great Britain. He was honored by UC with the Daniel Drake Medal, and in 1987 with the creation of the Ben Felson Chair of Radiology and the Felson Lecture.

Dr. Felson was a consultant to the US Air Force, the Walter Reed Army Medical Center, the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and served on a panel of consultants to the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

He was the first vice president of the RSNA, chairman of the RSNA Commission on Education and member of the Board of the American College of Radiology.

Dr. Felson founded and edited the journal Seminars in Roentgenology from 1966 until his death.

Radiology of the chest was Dr. Felson’s area of expertise, although he was proficient in all areas of diagnostic radiology. His contributions were critical in the development of an international classification for the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis and other disorders of the chest.

Dr. Felson died on October 22, 1988. However, his contributions to the field of radiology live on today.

**Felson Fund**

**$100,000 Level**
Anonymous
University Radiology Fund of Cincinnati

**$25,000 Level**
Dr. Charles F. Allnutt and Mrs. Kathleen C. Allnutt
Dr. Benjamin Felson and Mrs. Virginia Felson
Dr. Damon F. Mills and Mrs. Marcia Mills

**$10,000 Level**
Dr. N. Ray Baumgartner and Mrs. Mary Ann Baumgartner
Mrs. Stecia Berenson Feldman
Mr. Jacob W. Brown and Mrs. Shirley Brown
Dr. Jack A. Brucher and Mrs. Beverly Brucher
Dr. David P. Colley and Mrs. Barbara Colley
Dr. C. David Eversole and Mrs. Virginia P. Eversole
Dr. Herbert B. Francis and Mrs. Sylvia A. Francis
Dr. Nancy J. Goldberg and Dr. Marc R. Goldberg
Mr. Charles B. Levinson and Mrs. Doris M. Levinson
Dr. Harold N. Margolin and Mrs. Sonya Margolin
Dr. Richard J. Neubauer
Dr. Harold B. Spitz and Mrs. Judith Spitz
Mrs. Miriam H. Stern

**$5,000 Level**
Dr. Charles M. Barrett and Mrs. May Belle F. Barrett
Dr. Joel E. Berenson and Mrs. Carole A. Berenson
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Dr. A. Alan Chambers and Mrs. Elizabeth G. Chambers
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Dr. Charles H. Kuntz and Mrs. Marilyn Kuntz

Dr. Suk S. Lee
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Northern Hills Radiology, Inc.
Dr. David I. Ollan
Dr. Warner A. Peck, Jr. and Mrs. Joan G. Peck
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Dr. Lee S. Rosenberg and Mrs. Dorothy D. Rosenberg
Dr. Michael D. Schaefer and Mrs. Jewel Schaefer
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The Dupont Pharmaceuticals Company
Western-Southern Life Insurance Co.

**$1,000-$500 Level**
Dr. Salomon Abas and Mrs. Nancy Lee Abas
Dr. Paul V. Akers and Mrs. Doris Akers
Dr. Ali Alizadeh
Dr. Jonathan P. Alspaugh and Mrs. Sarah P. Alspaugh
Dr. Frank J. Altomare, Jr.
Amko Plastics, Inc.
Assoc. Radiologists of Boston, Inc.
ATL Ultrasound, Inc.
Dr. Diane S. Babcock
Dr. William S. Ball, Jr.
Dr. Frederick A. Bavadam
Dr. Corning Benton, Jr.
Mr. Frank D. Berstein and Mrs. Mary M. Bergstein
Dr. George S. Bissett III
Dr. Ethyl S. Blatt and Mr. Edwin B. Blatt
Mr. Charles H. Bosken and Mrs. Hermene Bosken
Dr. William A. Bramlage and Mrs. Mary E. Bramlage
Mr. Sidney C. Brant
Dr. Marvin Brodie
Dr. Owen L. Brown and Mrs. Joan Brown
Dr. Rodger R. Brown
Dr. Paul C. Buehner

Dr. William L. Buente
Dr. Tim S. Caldwell and Mrs. Karen Caldwell
Dr. John A. Campbell and Mrs. Willie Grace Campbell
Dr. Robert R. Campbell
Dr. Robert M. Cantor and Mrs. Joyce A. Cantor
Dr. Murray C. Caplan
Dr. I. Whitfield Carhart
Dr. Victor Carson
Dr. Donald H. Cavanaugh and Mrs. Mary A. Cavanaugh
Donald S. Chamberlain
Dr. Roger P. Charleville
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Dr. Robert A. Clark
CNY Diagnostic Imaging PC
Cook, Inc.
Dr. J. Jay Crittenen
Dr. Paul K. Danner and Mrs. Phyllis J. Danner
Mr. Sam F. Davis
Dr. William R. Dickens
Dr. Joseph P. Dils, Jr.
Dr. John P. Dorst
Dr. Owen W. Doyle
Dr. William C. Duffey and Mrs. Elizabeth J. Duffey
Dr. J. Scott Dunbar
Dr. Robert V. Dutton
Eastman Kodak Company
Dr. Frank M. Eggers II
Dr. Walter R. Eiseman and Mrs. Jacqueline W. Eiseman
Ellis & Watts Company
Dr. Lawrence E. Eynon
Dr. Howard H. Feigelson and Mrs. Marilyn R. Feigelson
Ms. Evelyn T. Felson
Mrs. Virginia R. Felson
Dr. John B. Flege, Jr. and Dr. Alison S. Flege
The Fleischner Society, Inc.
Dr. I. Whitfield Carhart
Dr. Warner A. Peck, Jr. and Mrs. Joan G. Peck
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Dr. Walter R. Eiseman and Mrs. Jacqueline W. Eiseman
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Dr. R. Newell Ford
Dr. R. Terrell Frey and Mrs. Michelle L. Frey
General Electric Company
Dr. Lawrence J. Gibboney and Mrs. Elizabeth Gibboney

The best known radiologist of his time, Dr. Felson received gold medals from the Radiological Society of North America and the American College of Radiology, and a special award from the American Roentgen Ray Society for outstanding service. He was one of only a few Americans to receive an honorary fellowship from the Royal College of Radiologists of Great Britain. He was honored by UC with the Daniel Drake Medal, and in 1987 with the creation of the Ben Felson Chair of Radiology and the Felson Lecture.

Dr. Felson was a consultant to the US Air Force, the Walter Reed Army Medical Center, the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and served on a panel of consultants to the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

He was the first vice president of the RSNA, chairman of the RSNA Commission on Education and member of the Board of the American College of Radiology.

Dr. Felson founded and edited the journal Seminars in Roentgenology from 1966 until his death.

Radiology of the chest was Dr. Felson’s area of expertise, although he was proficient in all areas of diagnostic radiology. His contributions were critical in the development of an international classification for the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis and other disorders of the chest.

Dr. Felson died on October 22, 1988. However, his contributions to the field of radiology live on today.
The University of Cincinnati Robert Lukin Fund was established in 2007. Funds from the endowment support the research and education efforts of the neuroradiology program at the University of Cincinnati.

Robert Lukin, MD, FACR grew up in Cleveland, Ohio. He graduated from Ohio State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in 1961, the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine as a member of Alpha Omega Alpha in 1965, and the UC radiology residency program in 1971.

In 1972, Dr. Lukin completed a combined Neuroradiology/VA Teaching fellowship. Dr. Lukin chose neuroradiology as his subspecialty because he believed it was integral to the future of modern diagnostic medicine, and he envisioned exploiting new imaging technology and intervention procedures.

At the invitation of Ben Felson, MD, Chair of Radiology and Jerome Wiot, MD, Vice Chair of Radiology, Dr. Lukin joined the faculty in 1972. Neuroradiology was a new subspecialty, and Dr. Lukin was the only full-time neuroradiologist in the region. He championed the development of the specialty at UC and throughout the community.

While Dr. Lukin served as Director of Neuroradiology from 1972 to 1993, UC developed one of the country's top neuroradiology sections. As Chair of Radiology from 1993 to 2008, he continued the tradition of excellence in clinical training and technological leadership in imaging, and placed more focus on research. The department adopted modern CT, MR and interventional techniques, and acquired the first CT scanner in the region.

Dr. Lukin served as President of the American Society of Neuroradiology from 1995-1996 and received the Society’s Gold Medal Award in 2008. As a Trustee of the American Board of Radiology (ABR) from 1997 to 2007, he was instrumental in the creation of Maintenance of Certification (MOC) program and supervised the Written, Oral, CAQ, and Recertification Exams in Neuroradiology. He received the ABR Lifetime Service Award in March of 2010.

Over 350 residents and fellows have benefited from the knowledge and expertise of Dr. Lukin, and he continues to perform clinical and teaching duties at the University of Cincinnati.

| Lukin Fund | $300,000 |
| University Radiology Fund of Cincinnati |
| **$100,000** |
| Dr. Robert R. Lukin and Mrs. Marcia Lukin |
| **$20,000** |
| Dr. Rebecca S. Cornelius and Dr. James J. Arbaugh, Jr. |
| Dr. Mary Gaskill-Shipley and Dr. Ralph T. Shipley |
| **$10,000** |
| Dr. John P. German and Mrs. Denise German |
| Meyers Foundation, Dr. Philip M. Meyers |
| Dr. Austin Wand and Mrs. Janet C. Wand |
| Dr. Jerome F. Wot and Mrs. Andrea K. Wot |
| **$5,000** |
| Dr. Frank M. Eggers, II |
| Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey T. Marsch |
| Mayfield Clinic |
| Dr. Georgianne M. Snowden |
| Dr. John M. Tew, Jr. and Mrs. Susan S. Tew |
| Dr. Gary W. Wood and Mrs. Mary Jo Wood |
| **$1,000** |
| Anonymous |
| Dr. James B. Ball, Jr. and Mrs. Carol A. Ball |
| Dr. Thomas Brown and Mrs. Gwenn M. Brown |
| Dr. Richard M. Carroll |
| Dr. Roger P. Charlebois and Mrs. Kimberly McFarland |
| Dr. Jannette Collins and Mr. Kenneth F. Thomson |
| Dr. Helen L. Corcoran and Mr. Kevin T. Corcoran |
| Dr. Jay K. Costantini |
| Dr. Joseph R. Dagenbach and Dr. Andrea J. Lukin |
| Dr. Herbert B. Francis and Mrs. Sylvia A. Francis |
| Dr. Aaron Greely |
| Dr. Larry C. Hall and Mrs. CaSandra D. L. Hall |
| Dr. Donald J. Heimbrock |
| Dr. Blaise V. Jones |
| Dr. Timothy T. Klostermeier |
| Mr. Bradley H. Kuhr and Mrs. Kimberly F. Lukin-Kuhr |
| Dr. James L. Leach and Dr. Sabrina D. Leach |
| Dr. Su-Ju Lee and Dr. Ching-Pang Lee |
| Dr. Robert S. Lenobel |
| Dr. Mary C. Mahoney |
| Dr. Jeffrey T. Marsch and Mrs. Jo Anne G. Marsh |
| Dr. Damon F. Mills and Mrs. Marcia C. Mills |
| Dr. Stephen G. Moeller |
| Dr. Jonathan S. Moulton and Mrs. Judith A. Moulton |
| Mr. Larry R. Orcutt and Dr. Marsha Orcutt |
| Mr. Alan Rosskamm and Mrs. Barbara Rosskamm |
| Dr. Gail M. Santucci and Dr. Raymond D. Santucci |
| Dr. Michael D. Schaen and Mrs. Jewel M. Schaen |
| Dr. Judith E. Simon |
| Dr. Stephen R. Thomas and Mrs. Ingrid E. Thomas |
| Dr. Thomas A. Tomskick and Mrs. Judith Z. Tomskick |
| Dr. Gavin Udstuen and Mrs. Stacey E. Udstuen |
| Dr. Dale F. Vasilov and Mrs. Janet L. Vasilov |
| Dr. Adam Zuckerman and Dr. Stephanie Zeskind |
| **Less Than $1,000** |
| Dr. Alexander本網站 | Mrs. Sarah P. Alspaugh and Dr. Jonathan Alspaugh |
| Anonymous |
| Mrs. Tracey Apatira |
| Mr. Amy D. Beck-Argus |
| Mr. Clinton A. Brankamp |
| Dr. Alan S. Brody |
| Mrs. Janice A. Carrozzella |
| Mrs. Eileen Chaffe and Mr. James J. Chaffe |
| Dr. K. Ann Choe-Albano and Dr. Anthony Albano |
| Mr. H. Cotton Cobb and Mrs. Linda B. Cobb |
| Dr. Helen L. Corcoran and Mr. Kevin T. Corcoran |
| Dr. Ralph C. Corley, Jr. and Mrs. Mary L. Corley |
| Mr. Steven W. Dietrich and Mrs. Deborah L. Dietrich |
| Ms. Barbara A. Dimmitt |
| Dr. David F. Dow |
| Dr. Eric B. England |
| Dr. Mariano G. Fernandez and Mrs. Lily Fernandez |
| Dr. Carl I. Fink |
| Dr. Jayakrishna Gollamudi |
| Ms. Kelly E. Grant |
| Dr. John M. Hazenfeld and Dr. Christine H. Heubi |
| Dr. Virginia E. Hill and Mr. Christopher R. Hill |
| Dr. Lawrence E. Holder |
| Dr. Stephanie Horton and Mr. Michael Horton |
| Ms. Judy Hughes |
| Ms. Maria R. Kalp |
| Dr. James Kanter and Mrs. Beverly L. Kanter |
| Dr. Sangita Kapur and Dr. Sandeep Kapur |
| Ms. Cindy Kelley |
| Dr. Dale A. Kimbrough |
| Dr. Bernadette L. Koch |
| Ms. Cynthia L. Khoo-Robinson and Mr. Troy D. Robinson |
| Ms. Karen A. Krebs |
| Mrs. Kathleen LaSance |
| Dr. Lisa C. Lemen |
| Dr. Anthony Livorine |
| Dr. Bruce Mahoney and Mrs. Sarah Mahoney |
| Mr. Jack Malott |
| Dr. Charles E. McCarthy and Mrs. Ann C. McCarthy |
| Dr. Nicholas M. McDonald |
| Dr. Kaushal Mehta |
| Dr. Humberto C. Morales |
| Dr. Momin Muzaffer and Mrs. Henna Muzaffer |
| Dr. Harold L. Nadler |
| Dr. Joshua A. Nepute |
| Dr. Christine L. Osmon |
| Dr. Kalpesh K. Panchal |
| Dr. Gary A. Podolny and Mrs. Lois Podolny |
| Dr. Michael D. Privitera and Dr. Marcia P. Kaplan |
| Dr. Rupa Radhakrishnan |
| Dr. Ross L. Ristagno and Dr. Jeanne Okiawa |
| Mr. Ronald G. Rau and Mrs. Barbara A. Rau |
| Dr. Ranasigha Samaratunga |
| Dr. Jennifer Scheler |
| Mrs. Teresa A. Smith and Mr. Kaig A. Aukerman |
| Mrs. Pamela A. Sherman and Mr. George W. Sherman, IV |
| Dr. Edward B. Silberstein and Ms. Jacqueline M. Mack |
| Dr. Bernard Sisman |
| Dr. Lawrence Sobel |
| Ms. Teresa A. Smith |
| Ms. Louie M. Sparks |
| Mr. Robert E. Staton |
| Mr. Cheryl A. Stewart and Dr. George M. Wyatt |
| Dr. Janet L. Strife |
| Mrs. Betty Jo Traister |
| Mrs. Princess L. Turner |
| Dr. Lawrence M. Unger and Dr. Frances M. Unger |
| Dr. Achala Vagal and Mr. Sameer Vagal |
| Dr. Sachna M. Verma |
| Dr. Nathaniel vonFischer and Mrs. Stephanie vonFischer |
| Mr. W. Wallace White |
| Mr. Carl R. Whittenburg |
| Dr. Jeffrey T. Marsch and Mrs. Marcia Lukin |
| Mr. W. Wallace White |
| Dr. Robert D. Wissman and Mrs. Carole Wissman |
| Mrs. Mary Lou Witte |
| Mr. Stephen H. Wolter and Mrs. Kimberly Wolter |
| Dr. Michael D. Zenz |
The University of Cincinnati Jerome F. Wiot Endowed Chair of Radiology Residency Education Fund was established in 1997. Funds from the endowment support the Director of the Residency Program and the residency program in general.

Dr. Jerome F. Wiot was born in Cincinnati on August 24, 1927. He graduated from The UC College of Medicine in 1953 and completed his internship, residency and fellowship at Cincinnati General Hospital. In 1968, he was named Director of Radiology at Cincinnati General Hospital, and in 1973 became Chair of the UC Department of Radiology. He served as Acting Senior Vice President and Provost of Health Affairs at UC from 1985-1986.

Dr. Wiot was a trustee and president of the American Board of Radiology and worked for the ABR for over 40 years. In 1983, he was president of the American College of Radiology and was awarded its gold medal in 1989. He was also president of the American Roentgen Ray Society and received its gold medal in 1994. In 1992, Dr. Wiot received the UC College of Medicine Daniel Drake Medal. He became a professor emeritus in 1998.

Dr. Wiot trained hundreds of radiology residents, and as a result of his passion for the education of residents, the Wiot fund was established. He continued teaching and performing clinical duties as a member of the UC Radiology faculty until his death on December 21, 2010.

Wiot Fund

$500,000 Level
University Radiology Fund of Cincinnati

$50,000 Level
Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center
Dr. Jerome F. Wiot and Mrs. Andrea Wiot

$25,000 Level
Dr. Mark D. Irwalle and Mrs. Linda E. Irwalle
Dr. Charles H. Kurtz and Mrs. Marilyn B. Kurtz
Dr. Ralph T. Shepley and Dr. Mary Gaskill-Shepley

$10,000 Level
Dr. Paul V. Akers and Mrs. Doris J. Akers
Dr. Charles F. Allnutt and Mrs. Kathleen Allnutt
Dr. Rebecca S. Cornelius and Dr. James J. Arbaugh, Jr.
Dr. Frank M. Egergs Jr.
Dr. Joseph K. Gervin and Mrs. Carolyn K. Gervin
Dr. H. H. Hawkins, Jr. and Mrs. Margaret Hawkins
Dr. Lanning W. Houston and Mrs. Kathleen B. Houston
Dr. Frank L. Hussey, Jr. and Mrs. Dorothy L. Hussey
Mr. Reuen Katz and Mrs. Catherine Katz
Dr. Robert L. Lukin and Mrs. Marcia L. Lukin
Dr. Jeffrey T. Marsch and Mrs. Jo Anne G. Marsch
Dr. Michael J. Milostein
Dr. Constantine D. Morros and Dr. Vina H. Morros
Dr. Harold B. Spitz and Mrs. Judith L. Spitz
Mr. George L. Strike and Mrs. Susan Strike
Dr. J. Geoffrey Wiot and Mrs. Cheryl B. Wiot
Mr. Jeffrey L. Wyler and Mrs. Linda L. Wyler
Wyler Family Foundation

$5,000 Level
Dr. Joel E. Berenson and Mrs. Carole A. Berenson
Dr. William T. Braun and Mrs. Mary S. Braun
Mr. Stanley M. Chesley and Hon. Susan J. Dillott
Dr. David P. Colley and Mrs. Barbara B. Colley
Dr. C. David Eversole and Mrs. Virginia P. Eversole
Dr. Herbert B. Francis and Mrs. Sylvia A. Francis
Ms. Lynne M. Gordon
Mr. Louis M. Groen
Katz, Teller, Brain & Hild Company
Dr. Robert S. Lencobe
Dr. P. Wes Lewis
Dr. Stanley J. Lucas and Mrs. Judith E. Lucas
Dr. Harry R. Maxon III and Mrs. Mary L. Maxon
Dr. Gary L. Merhar and Mrs. Deborah J. Merhar
Meyers Foundation
Dr. Phillip M. Meyers and Mrs. Jennifer K. Meyers
Dr. Martin W. Mitchell and Mrs. Melissa A. Mitchell
Dr. Stanley H. Nedelman and Mrs. Phyllis S. Nedelman
Dr. Richard J. Neubauer
Dr. Kevin M. O’Brien and Mrs. Ann M. O’Brien
Dr. Charles M. Perme and Mrs. Constance Perme
Dr. Randall J. Phillips
Dr. Gary A. Podolny and Mrs. Lois Podolny
Dr. Anthony V. Proto
Dr. Eugene L. Saenger
Dr. Michael D. Schaen and Mrs. Jewel Schaen
Dr. Alan F. Schlesinger and Mrs. Ann Schlesinger
Dr. Judith E. Simon
Dr. Neil E. Staib, Jr.
Walter Schneiders, Bayless & Chesley
Dr. Roland G. Wintzinger and Mrs. Phyllis Wintzinger
Dr. Gary W. Wood and Mrs. Mary Jo Wood

$10,000 Level
Mrs. Pamela R. Akters and Dr. Paul D. Akters
Dr. Joseph G. P. Ang and Dr. Margaret S. Chao
Anonymous
Dr. Sara L. Anschoetz
Dr. Bernard S. Aron and Mrs. Janice Aron
Dr. Diane S. Babcock
Dr. H. Ray Baumgartner and Mrs. Mary Ann Baumgartner
Dr. Jack A. Brucher and Mrs. Beverly R. Brucher
Dr. Robert R. Campbell
Dr. A. Alan Chambers and Mrs. Elizabeth G. Chamber
Dr. Paul K. Danner and Mrs. Phyllis Danner
Dr. Joseph P. Diltz, Jr.
Dr. Gerald D. Dodd III
Dr. James N. Dreisch
Dr. William C. Duffey and Mrs. Elizabeth Duffey
Dr. Douglas M. Dunco and Mrs. Cheryl M. Dunco
Dr. Hillary A. Evans and Mr. Jeffrey A. Evans
Dr. Herbert C. Flessa and Mrs. Jeannine M. Flessa
Dr. Meade W. Flynn and Mrs. Evelyn R. Flynn
Dr. R. Terrell Frey and Mrs. Michelle L. Frey
FujiFilm Medical Systems U.S.A., Inc.
Dr. Mary F. Gaskill-Shepley
Dr. Donald D. Gaynor and Mrs. Ann M. Gaynor
Dr. Jack L. Gluckman and Mrs. Victoria Buyenski Gluckman
Dr. Nancy J. Goldenberg and Dr. Marc R. Goldenberg
Dr. Judy L. Greene
Dr. James K. Hackett
Dr. Michael L. Hanslits
The Health Foundation of Greater Cincinnati
Ms. Linda M. Harpester
Dr. Kenneth N. Hehman and Mrs. Mary Jo N. Hehman
Dr. Lawrence E. Holder
Dr. David A. Huelmsan and Mrs. Karen M. Huelmsan
Dr. Robert D. Hunter and Mrs. Ardith Hunter
Dr. Blaise V. Jones
Mrs. Mary Helen Kammerer and Mr. Franklin O. Kammerer, Jr.
Dr. Beatrice C. Lampkin
Dr. Su-Ju Lee and Mrs. Chingpang Lee
Dr. John L. Leibold and Mrs. Mirian Leibold

$5,000 Level
Dr. William N. Lisberg and Mrs. Patricia H. Lisberg
Dr. Mary C. Mahoney
MammoMatters, Inc.
Dr. Joe McCauslin
Dr. James M. Merans and Mrs. Megan Merans
Dr. Christopher A. Meyer and Mrs. Lori W. Meyer
Dr. Terry L. Meyer
Dr. Vjekoslav Mikelic and Mrs. Dubravka Mikelic
Dr. Mary C. Moebius and Dr. Arthur J. Moebius
Dr. Stephen G. Moeller
Dr. Patrick T. Moore and Mrs. Susan R. Moore
Dr. Demetrius K. Morros and Mrs. Adriana Wahl Morros
Dr. Jonathan S. Moulton and Mrs. Judith A. Moulton
Dr. Charles F. Mueller and Dr. Kathe L. Mueller
Dr. Harold L. Nadel
Dr. David Nelson
Dr. Hiroshi Nishiyama and Mrs. Hiroko Nishiyama
Dr. Marsha Occutt and Mr. Larry Occutt
Dr. Thomas H. Parker and Mrs. Arlyn Parker
Dr. Michael L. Rauchway and Mrs. Audrey B. Rauchway
Dr. Shawn S. Reinhardt
Dr. Christine N. Riley
El Rubenstein, M.D., Inc.
Dr. Robert L. Ruskin
Mrs. Jewel M. Schaen
Mr. Irvin T. Schalenberger and Mrs. Shirley B. Schalenberger
Scharfenberger Sharonville Company
Dr. Jeffrey L. Schmitter
Dr. William K. Schubert and Mrs. Mary J. Schubert
Schulzinger-Lucas Family Foundation
Dr. John D. Simmons and Dr. Margaret U. Simmons
Dr. William L. Smith
Dr. Georganne M. Snowdon
South Shore Radiology, Inc.
Dr. Joseph A. Steger and Mrs. Carol Steger
Dr. Peter J. Stern and Mrs. Sandra Stern
Dr. Irena T. Tocino
Dr. Richard B. Towlbin and Mrs. Janet L. Towlbin
Dr. Stanley B. Trup and Mrs. Paula L. Trup
Dr. Thomas E. Turek and Mrs. Janet M. Turek
Dr. Datla G. K. Varma
Dr. James D. Wadsworth and Mrs. Sandra D. Wadsworth
Dr. Austin Wand and Mrs. Janet C. Wand
Dr. Jeff L. Watanae and Mrs. Connie Watanae
Dr. John M. Wentz and Mrs. Carina Wentz
Dr. Howard R. Wilkow
Dr. Bradford H. Woodall and Mrs. Elizabeth A. Woodall
Dr. James A. Yellin and Mrs. Linda Yellin

Less Than $1,000 Level
Dr. Elizabeth S. Alexander and Mr. Henry G. Alexander, Jr.
Dr. Taylor Asbury and Mrs. Corinellia H. Asbury
Mr. Charles Barham, III and Mrs. Carolyn S. Barham
Dr. William P. Barrett and Mrs. Jerilyn L. Barrett
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Dr. Saenger was a pioneer in Nuclear Medicine. A native Cincinnatian, he graduated from Walnut Hills High School, received his MD degree from UC in 1942 and was an intern at Cincinnati General Hospital. He spent most of his career at UC, where he distinguished himself as an expert in the use of radiation in medicine.

During a stint in the military, Dr. Saenger directed a radioisotope laboratory and formed relationships with the US Department of Defense, the Atomic Energy Commission, and other government agencies, beginning a lifetime of service to organizations such as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Department of Energy. On his return to UC, Dr. Saenger furthered his studies in nuclear medicine, specifically, in the uses of isotopes and the treatment of cancer with radiation. He founded the Cincinnati General Hospital Radioisotope Laboratory in 1962 where he remained director until his retirement in 1987. He conducted a training program on medical radiation at UC in conjunction with the US Public Health Service Bureau of Radiological Health. He was a Vice Chair of the UC radiology department from 1975 to 1987.

Dr. Saenger was nationally recognized for his achievements. He received the RSNA Gold Medal in 1993 and the ARRS Gold Medal in 1988. He also received the von Hevesy Nuclear Medicine Pioneer Award from the Society of Nuclear Medicine. The University of Cincinnati conferred the Daniel Drake Medal on Dr. Saenger in 1988.

Dr. Saenger retired in 1987 as a professor emeritus from the University of Cincinnati. At that time, the Eugene L. and Sue R. Saenger Professor in Radiological Sciences was established. Dr. Saenger died on September 30, 2007 at the age of 90.
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